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the “point” of this book is to make light of french & american culture...
two countries that are both highly nationalistic. 

i am not a historian, nor do i claim to be an expert or conneisseur of either 
country, even though I was born in the states and lived in france for 5 years. 

but I do believe i have some street cred.

i aim to present some age-old cliches and some emerging ideas.
these are merely musings and yes, they are meant to stir up controversy.

i have a love-hate relationship with both countries.

maYBE I should just move to norway.

Foreword
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Differences between typical American & French cars

only 
stick shift

slightly larger
than a ‘smart’ carjesus bumper 

stickers, flags, 
kitschy flair, etc..

10 mpg...
(and proud of it)

super-sized, like 
the food & people

overall crappy, 
but gets from 
point a to b

NO 
bumper 
stickers
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why, in 1955, did the 
french decide to 
call the computer 
“l’ordinateur?”

because the word “computer” sounded too much like “con” & “putain”-
meaning “bitch” & “whore”!
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Size differences- drink portions

great, if you’re still 
playing with dolls

SMALL
(or in certain establishments, “tall”)
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Pooper scoopers? N’est pas?
somehow, the french are perfectly fine with 

their streets being crapped on by their dogs....

Hi hi! Tres 
mignon, 

ma cherie!

but shit is shit, after all. what if it were human feces?
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Why Americans are so goddamn fat

They 
Supersize 

right?Burger Depot!
Let’s drive.

100 feet 
away
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Udder Nonsense

years ago, while working for a 
children’s educational company as 

an illustrator, I was once instructed 
to digitally remove a cow’s udder...
as it would offend some parents 

and corrupt young, impressionable 
minds. (their actual reasoning)

I understand america is a christian 
nation and all....and that janet 

jackson’s “wardrobe malfunction” 
during the 2003 super bowl halftime 

show (in which her nipple was 
exposed for a split second)
caused a national uproar...

but being concerned 
over a cow’s udder? 

la vache!
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vacation times vary greatly in the states and in france.

Working Hard...or Hardly Working?

most americans DO NOT use up all their vacation time (all 2 weeks of it!).

Anyone 
seen Phil?
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well, actually they do.

These colors don’t run

Just remember, 
boys & girls...the only 

thing that can stop a bad 
guy with a gun is a good 

guy with a gun!
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American and French movies
basic synopsis.
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Restaurant service

checking in every 10 minutes conspicuously absent

Doing awright?
Another big gulp 

for ya boss?
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“FREEDOM FRIES” is the brainchild of Andre Adams, 
american-born illustrator & designer residing in california.

after spending 5 years living in france, he felt compelled to tell his story.
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